What makes Délivré different from other skin care lines?
The potency of Délivré’s products comes from a natural compound called Polyfulmate™.
Polyfulmate™ has the unique characteristic of being able to transport active nutrients
and other ingredients to living cells to balance the cell’s pH and health, causing cells to
regenerate and remain healthy even in a harsh environment.

What is Polyfulmate™?
Polyfulmate™ is a unique molecular extraction of a polyelectrolytical acid and a blend of
certified organic ingredients. It is a naturally occurring organic material formed from prehistoric
botanicals many millions of years ago. The unique structure and composition of Polyfulmate™
make it better at transporting nutrients into living cells than man-made materials.

What are Délivré products made from?
They are made from natural and organic ingredients “from the Earth”. They are made
exclusively in the USA. Please read the ingredient lists to avoid allergic reactions.

What products does Délivré offer?
• Daily Nourishing Moisturizer: This unique formula helps repair very damaged skin,
and keeps skin young and beautiful.
• Lip Balm: Our lip balm is great for very damaged skin, helping delicate skin to stay
young and beautiful.
• Coming soon: Youth Serum For The Eyes; For Women: Facial Wash,
Body Wash & Body Lotion; For Men: Hand & Body Lotion

What does Délivré mean?
The name “Délivré” is derived from the French word for “to deliver”. “Délivré” also characterizes
the action of our product: It delivers nutrients, vitamins, oils and pH balance to the roots at the
cellular level; it also delivers on the results the customers expects when buying our product.
In French, Délivré can mean to set free, to emancipate. A wonderful interpretation of the name we
have chosen, it will set the user free from the effects of aging skin, dry skin, improper pH balance,
and other skin-related woes.

How long has Délivré been around?
We have been doing lab research on the material now known as Polyfulmate™ since 1998.
Délivré launched as a consumer brand in 2012.

